Financial Magic—The Workshop
The Ultimate Money Empowerment Experience

Why do some people Spend and Grow Poor
while others Spend and Grow Rich?
The Secret lies in HOW You spend your money,
not in the amount you earn!
FINANCIAL MAGIC– THE WORKSHOP—A DYNAMIC AND ENERGETIC ADVENTURE.
What would it would be like to finally have control over your money?
COME TO FINANCIAL MAGIC—THE WORKSHOP. IN IT, YOU’LL LEARN HOW TO:
• Move from Surviving to Thriving Financially
• Use the Three Keys that Unlock Thousands of Dollars in Your
Checkbook Without Increasing Your Income.
• Create Guilt-Free Spending.
• Get and STAY out of Debt.
• Eliminate Stress and Fear Around Money
• Talk to Your Partner Calmly About Money
• Develop Your Own Personal Spending Plan
• Make Your Plan Help YOU Reach YOUR Goals & Dreams
• Find & Overcome the Hidden Obstacles to Reaching Your $ Goals
HERE’S WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT FINANCIAL MAGIC-THE WORKSHOP:
“Simple and usable-today-information. The percentage plan is gold. Kevin & Laura
Stewart
“A new view with foundation and a fun way to approach wealth” Dean & Jen Sargent
“We dreaded conversations about money. We needed HELP and found it. Jim & Gloria Truax
“Jam packed full of useful information and hands-on experience for designing a financially abundant life. Lissa Ann Forbes
“I highly recommend Gary Barnes. He is a man of character and integrity. He has
greatly helped those clients I have referred to him. I [also] trust him with my own finances and financial future.” Dee Dee Woodman, E.Ed., LPC, Director, Eagle View
Counseling Center, Littleton, Colorado.
“Gary Barnes delivered everything he promised and more. It was comprehensive,
simple, dynamic and fun. I highly recommend Gary Barnes to you. This is the best
practical workshop I have experienced.” John Cress, Lead Pastor, Denver First Seventh-day Adventist Church, Denver, Colorado.

WHAT WOULD IT BE LIKE TO REDUCE YOUR MONEY STRESS AND GET THE
MOST OUT OF YOUR INCOME? THE CHOICE IS UP TO YOU!
($97/one
$167/two)
⇒ Click here to sign up now
⇒ Click here to get the College Student Discount ($49.00)
($25.00)
⇒ Click here to get the High School Discount
You’ll also receive a Workbook and a CD copy of Gary’s highly acclaimed E-book/
Manual, Financial Magic, the Common Sense Way to Make Magic With Your Money.”
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GARY BARNES
Gary Barnes is an International Speaker who
will make your job fun as he leaves your audience
laughing and learning. A financial consultant, coach,
and professional speaker for over 25 years, Gary’s high
energy and humor will entertain, inspire AND deliver a
message that is dynamic, impactful and FUN! Gary uses
the power of story to help his audiences take charge of
their lives—to ignite their dreams and release their blocks
so they can reach their own personal summits.
Gary is a Business and Personal Financial Coach. He has
helped hundreds of families and businesses reach their financial
goals, using the Financial Magic Two Tier System that he has
developed.
Gary Barnes is a Sales Trainer. He has helped many sales
professionals and small to medium sized businesses double or
triple their income by teaching them the same methods he had
used to increase his own business 1000% over five years.
Gary is an author. He is the author of the highly acclaimed
e-book/manual, “Financial Magic: The Common Sense Way
to Create Magic With Your Money.”
Married over 30 years, with
adult sons, Gary is an adventurous soul—well qualified
to lead audiences on the
adventure of their lives. He
has created several successful
companies. He has completed
a world class 40-foot firewalk,
flown on a trapeze, driven in a
Destruction Derby (his car was
the Purple Passion); performed
a 75 foot bungee jump; climbed
14’ers, and plays drums in various Praise Bands, all while
overcoming a life-threatening
and chronic illness. He is an
author and international
speaker. He loves to help
people reach their Personal
Summits.

Known for his quick wit and
touching stories, Gary will
bring Magic to Your Money
“Gary Barnes delivered everything he promised
and more. It was comprehensive, simple,
dynamic and fun. I highly recommend Gary
Barnes to you. This is the best practical
workshop I have experienced.” John Cress,
Lead Pastor, Denver First Adventist Church
“I look forward to working on seminars
with Gary Barnes. He helps our people
get to the root of what money means
to them and set up a roadmap for
their financial future.” Rebecca
Moore-Leach , Regional Vice
President, Genworth Financial

